To translate a special text from one language into another means to construct to the given text in the first language, such a text in the second-one that has the same ~ (the same is told in it) like the given text.
The t_ranslation from a ~tu~al language L I into a language is such a function F (in the more general case it is a many- At the machine (or automatic) translation, the matter is, to define the function F as a mechanizable procedure (ioe.
algorithm) according to which an arbitrary starting text T in L is being succedingly modified till we get the translated text F(T) fulfilling naturally (I)o The corresponding algorithm can be finally programmed for a suitable computer.With respect to the used computer, the programme of the algorithm must not be too long, not even the wide range of memories must not be emploied and at last the translation must not take up too much of time.
Usually it is required for the algorithm of a translation, to be the most effective.
~ul~k 2 2oTranslation_"Sentence bu sentence"= The translation F is theoretically -as every functiondefined texts in L 1. If we really had these pairs practically at disposal, we could use a trivial algorithm of the translation F~ should put in the memory of the computer all the pairs~T,F(T)]
we and when being Riven the starting text T, we should find out in the memory the pair, in the first place of which T would be situated, thus the pair IT, F(T).] , and the demanded translation F(T) would be on the second place of this pair° Thic is, of course, not only funny but also impossible.
It seems to be funny because of the fact that to have practically at disposal the pairs IT, F(T) 7 it would mean to use lively translation and thus to translate all possible texts in advance.
But the automation of translation signifies to exclude as much as possible the direct intervention of man out of the proceeding of the translation and thus to sustitute a man by a machine. On that score, we do not possess practically the pairs ~T,F(T)] .
It seems to be impossible because the texts T are too manu (it would be possible to admit that infinitely many) and the pairs IT, F(T)J could not be included in any computer° On the other hand, it is necessary to admit that it concerus the algorithm, which is very simple (only to look up in the memory would take up too much of time).
The trivial algorithm being practically impossible, it is necessary to try to decompose long texts into parts and then to translata part by part. Naturally, it seems to be profitable, to treat sentences, that are in printed texts distinctly separated by points, as these Darts. Thus, every text T is a sequence 
s k) -IF( s l) °F( s 2 )o..F(s k) .I
or at least the weaker condition (3)
• From (2) ther~ follows (3) but in no way the contrary° For the translation the condition (3) is sufficient. It might, namely, happen that we translate the text T, as a whole, differently than when translating it succeedingly in parts S1,S2,...,Sk, so that (2) does not hold, but despite this (3) holds.
In the condition (2) and similarly the condition (3) were fulfilled for any text T = (SloS2o..S k) in L1, it would signify that it was always possible to translate single sentences of the text quite independently each of another. It is probably not true.
Sometimes, it is necessary to know, how the sentence S 1 was translated, when we want to translate correctly the sentence ~, becau~ullk 4 se regularly both sentences are connected as to the contents, and not always this connection is expressed by syntactical means. In addition, sometimes it is necessary to translate too long sentences from L I as two or more sentences from and then not even the sequence is possible to be defined in advance.
In spite of this, the condition (2) or at least (3) is the basic asumption for Any translation "sentence b~ sentence" and most part of translation belongs to such a type of contemporary translations. To be competent to accept the asumption (2) or (3) it sufficies to confine oneself to some texts only, and the texts not fulfilling this assumption are necessary to be adapted before the translation in order to make them able to fulfill it.
It is not clear, of course, how to find it out at the given text, before starting the translation.
£he asumption (3) stands for nothing else than
(4)
and hence the substantial simplifying of the definition of translation can to be seen. It suffices, namely, to suppose that it is necessary to define only a partial function F ~ of the function F, that is defined for arbitrary sentences in L I only (on no account for arbitrary texts when the sentences are a special case of simple texts). Thus, there holds F ~ (S) = F(S) for every sentence from L I and out of (2) .lj j<k (7) f(ll12o.
There is a question, whether there is not possible, when using this automaton, to shorten the time necessary for translating~ when evidently all lost times can be excluded at looking up in the input dictionaryo It does not mean, of course, that the decomposition of the sentence into words cannot be used; it is too fine and therefore it is necessary to decompose the sentence in another w~y, at all events in such a way that single parts will contain more than one word (and we suppose, under tacit consent, that the words have full meaning, not only being help-wor~s with the ~rammer meaning) and that these parts need not be sentences° Before introducing these parts~ it is necessary to take into consideration various necessary morphological and grammatical statements, and thereby to adapt properly the condition (8), too, wher~ there were no differences between the basic word-form or the mere stem of the word and its various possible forms° ~ullk 9
4. Syntactical and semantical characteristics of words.
First of all we may suppose that, to avery word-form (shape) which appeared in the decomposition of some sentence into words, we are able to define its basic fo~n or stem W (the function f 'refers just to these basic forms) and its charaqteristic ' Although it is well known that the sentence and its translation need not have the same nLnnber of words, this demand is not far from truth when we pay attention only to the full-meaning words. Let us consider, however, such sentences S which fulfil this demand (this is the supposition for making the conm~ent easy) it may be written analogically to (9) where, of course, hl(W I) = (wi, c i) for i = 1,2,..., k.
As it is impos~ibie to translate one characteristic after Because of this, it is necessar3: to introduce, besides ~ mentioned characteristics some others more, namely, logical and semantical that will be co~uuon for all !ang~uages and will be ojaite independent of the syntax of la~uages. And just this condition is fulfilled by the logical and semantical questions.
Under the logical characteristics of v,~ords we understand data on the fact ,~vhether and vzhat logical conjuctions or other logical means (as quantors or negations) are by these vlords expressed.
These facts are known from the logical analysis of sentences vJorked is reading a book" has not the form of a sentence even if having the same meaning like'the preceeding phrase, because both express the same fact. Some other types of primitive phrases are e.g. these ,,very good" wh~re ,,very" is a one-placed predicate and on the place of it stands ,,good" (although in another primitive phrase ,,good book" is good itself a one-placed predicate), or ,,reads quickly", where a one-placed predicate is quickly a.s.o.
From these examples there follows that primitive phrases correspond with primitive formulas in the predicate logic of higl~er order. In the phrase ,,man is mortal" there is evidently concealed the universal quantor ,,every" so that this phrase has the same meani~ like ,,every man is mortal" and thereby to not a primitive phrase but a composed-one.
With regard to the syntactical side, the primitive phrases differentiate on the basis of the characteristics of single words. 
and this is, in fact the needed weakeni~ of the condition ~!~).
It is evident that the primitive phrase from L 2 on the righthand side of the equation (15) the datum on coincidence in number between ,,a man" and ,,reads or ,,the man" and ,,read" because this fact will be ~.~st decisive for the incomplete characteristics.
The possibility of the use of incomplete syntactical characteristics by the synthesis is, of course, also evident. If we want to make the whole synthesis of the compound phrase independent on proper meanings of single words, then we can givG in the syntactical characteristics neither the gender nor the number, because both of them are defined differently no sooner than by the choice of the basic form (because in many cases genders are steadily fixed). But even here it is not the matter of principle but the matter of effectivity.
7. Sementica! dependence and connectedness.
As, sccording to the supposition, there is denoted in every primitve phrase its basic predicate which always stands in front of parantheses in its semantical characteristic (for instance at Q(x,y) Q is the basic predicate) it is possible to define the semantical dependence among the words of the primitive phrase by the demand that the basic predicate a!v~ays depends on all other v;ords that occur in ti~e phrase, i.e. on its arguments (e.g.
Q deoends on x and on y) Just so Ous~ii-ed v~'ould be the definition that, on the con~.~r$~° 7, ell argtm~ents depend on the basic
predicate.
If we demonstrate this semantical dependence on a diorama, We say further that in the primitive phrase the basic predicate is directly connected with any of its arguments, i.e. two words of the primitive phrase cohere together when either the first depe~s on the second, or the second on the first. ~hen illustrating the direct connectedness we can use the s~e diagrmr~ like when il!ustrati~ the dependence, but we do not pay attention to arrow-heads. Thus, evidently in P "man" is directly connected ~ulik 25
by the referrin means (there are e.g. pronouns, definite articles and si~:~!ar), but sometimes these are concealed and in this case it will be necessary to complete the text (or not to admit such a text at all). If there are everywhere the referring means expressed, they are possible to be used for further identification of the v~ords of single diagran~Is for separate p~ras~s ~analogously as it was mentioned at the primitive phrases), and thereby to get the diagramms of the semantical dependence, eventually even the dependence for the whole text.
In the case of the whoie-text-diagr&v~ two cases are possible:
either there is a com~ected graph and then we say that the connected text is concerned, or this graph is disconnected and then we say that the text is disconnected. But, any disconnected text splits, in a natural way, into its connected components and it is evident that it will be possible to translate these components independently on themselves (because they do not cohere together semantically).
Therefore we can concern only a connected context T.
According to the section 2 T = (SI.S 2. ...Sk), where S i are sentences and we remind that the condition (2) resp. (5) is not al!ways satisfied, because e.g. sometimes it is necessary to know 3 how the sentence S I was translated, when we want to translate correctly the sentence $2~ But now it is simple to see that there is exactely one word WI in S I and ~2 in S 2 such that W I and W 2 are directly connected° Therefore we may express a hypothesis that it is sufficient to store same informations conoerning the single word W I instead of the whole translation of S I. 
